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Here's all the information you will need to make the most of your pursuit of coastal recreation. From

campgrounds to hiking trails to prime tidepools, whale watching, and birding areas, this book will tell

you what there is to do on the Oregon coast, and where to do it. The unique combination of detailed,

full-color maps and descriptive text will help you to plan, schedule, and enjoy the most interesting

and fun-filled vacation or outing possible. This book is a coastal companion that every Oregonian

and visitor will use over and over again while exploring Oregon's incredible coastline.
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"The maps show virtually everything a recreationist might want to do on the coast, from birdwatching

to golf courses." -- The Oregonian"useful beyond expectation ...as comprehensive as the title

implies" -- Sunset Magazine

Timothy Sullivan has a Ph.D. in biological sciences from Oregon State University and over 30

publication on environmental and natural resource topics. An environmental consultant in Corvallis,

Oregon, he has spent much of the past 22 years exploring Oregon's coastline.

GOOD CONDITION OK GUIDE REMINDS ME OF A 1960'S TRAVEL BOOK,NOTHING SPECIAL

This guide looks a bit superficial, but it contains much of the information I was looking for.I was

looking for a bit more depth from the maps.I'll know more in a month when I get there.John R



Williams

This is a very useful take along guide to the coastal facilities for many different kinds of recreation. It

is only 106 pages long in total, mainly concentrating on coastal driving maps of the locations of

various facilities along the coast. So it is not intended to provide in depth text descriptions of all

facilities or locations.It does have a large number of multicolored coastal driving maps with

numerous outdoor and sporting activities well marked on each map. The coast is divided into 24

different smaller and more detailed maps to provide more information and easily driveable distances

on each map without too much overwhelming information on each map. This is especially well

designed to refer to quickly as you drive along the coast and need fast and clear information as you

drive along.There is a travellog type of general text of 24 pages in length with more detailed

information presented as you would encounter it by driving along the 360 mile coast from north to

south. This text briefly notes more details on the types of recreation facilities and coastal towns

(good descriptions of each town of importance to tourists) that are noted on the maps but only some

facilities have a more detailed text describing each facility or location.There are also 18 pages of

contact information for parks, government units, businesses, etc. which are useful to coastal tourists

and recreation with detailed charts comparing campgrounds, marinas, boat lauches, riding stables,

fishing, and similar activity providers (both public and privately run) with contact info for each.Overall

a very handy and fast reference book to take along with you for the coastal drive (the whole coast or

parts of it) or to help plan out and choose which exact portions of coastline or recreational facilities a

traveler or local might most want to seek out and enjoy along with the contact details and maps for

doing that.
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